Beat: Arts

A German psychopath threat Thirty European and American actresses
Research exclusive of newspaper El Pais
Madrid, 13.02.2018, 11:19 Time
USPA NEWS - An investigation of the Spanish newspaper El Pais returned to the first page of the actuality a disturbing case
involving Thirty actresses, four of them from US. According has know the newspaper, Arndt Meyer, a dangerous German
psychopath expelled from Spain in May 2017 after meet eight-year sentence in a jail of Madrid by the assassination attempt of
the Spanish actress Sara Casasnovas, kept in their cell dossiers and pictures of other 29 actresses.
In June 2009, Arndt Meyer tried to kill the young Spanish actress Sara Casanovas shooting with a crossbow at the output of a
spectacle in the theater Queen Victoria of Madrid. His bad aim avoided the arrow give on their objective. Arrested and Court,
was sentenced to eight-year of jail in prison of Estremera in Madrid. During his imprisonment, officials of jail found a list with
the names of eight actresses. The list contained name, address, phone and humiliating and derogatory opinions on their
potential victims. Also pictures. Now, police has discovered another list with 21 names more.
According El Pais, eighteen of actresses from the list are Spanish and other four US. Some of the Spanish actresses attended
the recent gala of Goya awards. None of them, says the newspaper, has been informed of its presence in the dark list. Not so
the eight first, which were called to the Court to be informed of contained between the obsessions of Meyer. How could the
German collect information about actresses from prison is a mystery. Police believe someone introduced the information and
pictures from the outside and suspect a partner of the German Church attending prisoners. Has not yet been located.
Shortly before Meyer was released, Sara Casanovas denounced the existence of a false profile on Facebook with 80 pictures
of her in which she appeared tied, gagged and with a gun pointed her head. The profile was called “moored” and the pictures
corresponded to a play that represented the actress. The profile was removed from Facebook. With these new revelations, the
prosecutor and the lawyer of Sara Casanovas requested the reopening of the case. But Facebook states that it can not
provide the name of the person behind the false profile because it was deleted and that information no longer exists. Neither
does Yahoo collaborate with the Spanish Justice, arguing jurisdictional cases. The Spanish judge is going to ask the US Court
for help to get that information. Meanwhile, Arndt Meyer remains free and threatens about Thirty young European and
American actresses.

Article online:
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